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Introduction

From the Scientist …

… to the Archive

Archival functions

The ORNL DAAC archives and publishes data and information relevant to
biogeochemical, ecological, and environmental processes. The ORNL DAAC
primarily archives data produced by NASA's Terrestrial Ecology Program;
however, any data that are pertinent to the biogeochemical and ecological
community are of interest.

Quick and easy data submission allows data providers
to archive data for a finished project and move on or
maintain a data repository for an ongoing project.

Formalized work flow makes data set submission
faster for the ORNL DAAC staff and provides uniform
data products and metadata.

There are five major functions the ORNL DAAC performs during
the process of archiving data:

The data set submission process at the ORNL DAAC has been recently
updated and semi-automated to provide a consistent data provider
experience and to create a uniform data product. The data archived at the
ORNL DAAC must be well formatted, self-descriptive, and documented, as
well as referenced in a peer-reviewed publication. If the ORNL DAAC is the
appropriate archive for a data set, the data provider will be sent an email with
several URL links to guide them through the submission process.
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Archival Interest Form
If you are interested in archiving you data set with ORNL DAAC, please fill out this form.
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2. Metadata and documentation

1. Data set submitted by data provider
• Initial email to data provider includes links to user
registration, data providers questions, secure
upload area, and data upload confirmation

Name

Initiate Data Set Submission

Formalized work flow makes data set submission easier for data
providers and faster for the ORNL DAAC staff.

Dear Data Provider,

Register for daacingest

• Data provider starts metadata record with answers to data
provider questions reducing incorrect interpretations

Thank you for your interest in archiving data at NASA’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active
Archive Center (ORNL DAAC).

Need an Account?

Please enter your
Email Address:

Forgot you username?

The data submission process at ORNL DAAC is authenticated and consists of two parts. The first part is the
collection of some basic information about your data set. We refer to this information as ‘Data Provider
Information’ and we collect it through a web form we call ‘Data Provider Questions’. ORNL DAAC uses this

Forgot you password?
Continue

Go Back

3. Answer data provider questions to provide
preliminary metadata for data set

• Confirmation email is receipt of data submission

•

• Pending data sets for archival recorded in single place

For data set submission reporting purposes
Pending Data Set Submissions

• Answers should be readily available

• Data uploaded to single secure upload area instead of several
points of entry

• Provide long-term, secure archival
• Address user questions, and serve as a buffer between data
users and data contributors
• Provide usage statistics and data citation statistics

2. Monitor submissions to quickly assess status

• Easy to answer

Benefits for the archive
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• Should take about 20 minutes
• Answers are the basis for metadata record

• Status of submissions in one table
• Reporting of data set submission status becomes simple

3. Quality Assurance assigned to staff member/team

Tell Us About Your Data Set

•

Raw data stored in read-only directory

Information About Your Data Set

•

Working directory records QA actions

1. Have you looked at our recommendations for the preparation of data files and documentation?
Yes
No Our recommendations can be found on the ORNL DAAC Data Management page.

• Data products and metadata are uniform and maintainable

2. Who produced this data set?
name
PI:

affiliation

e-mail

Contact:

Find out more
Visit http://daac.ornl.gov

4. Upload data set files to secure data upload area
•

Data Set Name

MD_entry_id

Notes

QA
Assignee

Accepted

Completed

Example Data Set

example_data_set

This is an example data set

qau

C

IP

Verified

Multiple users can upload data

4. Metadata collected for data set and granules
•

Answers from data provider questions form
basis of data set level metadata

•

Additional granule level metadata collected

•

Automation development in progress

• to find our best practices for data management
Index of ftp://daac-ingest.ornl.gov/

Data Management for Data Providers
Overview

Plan

Manage

Archive

5. Documentation

Up to higher level directory

Click an arrow to follow the data management path of a data set from planning to curation.

Name

Size

Last Modified

DAAC Curation

•

Data set documentation html and xml generated
directly from metadata data base

•

Automation development in progress

Data Management Overview
Welcome to the data management pages for data providers to the ORNL Distributed Active Archive (DAAC). These
pages provide an overview of data management planning and preparation and offer practical methods to
successfully share and archive your data.

1. Plan – write a short data management plan while preparing your research proposal,
2. Manage – assign logical, descriptive file names, define the contents of your data files, and use
consistent data values when preparing your data,
3. Archive – create metadata and documentation while finalizing your data to enhance search
visibility and usability, and
4. DAAC Curation – submit your data to the DAAC for active archival and use by the scientific
community.

Benefits of Good Data Management Practices
Why should you worry about good data management practices? Here are some short- and long-term benefits:
Short-term
Long-term (data publication)
• Spend less time doing data management and more
• Scientists outside your project can find,
time doing research
understand, and use your data to address broad
• Easier to prepare and use data for yourself
questions
• Collaborators can readily understand and use data
• You get credit for archived data products and their
files
use in other papers
• Sponsors protect their investment
A more detailed explanation of our Data Management Best Practices can be found in DAAC Best Practices . .

• Provide security, backups, and disaster recovery
• Migrate data products to new computer systems (servers
and file storage) every ~3 years

How to submit your data set
If you are interested in archiving your data set with the ORNL
DAAC, email our User’s Services Office: uso@daac.ornl.gov.

What awards funded this project? (comma separate multiple awards)

• if you are interested in our data set submission work flow

5. Stewardship

Pending QA Assignments

3. What agency and program funded the project?

• if you are interested in archiving your data at the ORNL DAAC

3. Publication

4. Post-Project Data Support

• Form should only take about 20 minutes to complete
• Data upload standardized, straight forward, and fast

• Prepare searchable metadata record and documentation
• Include a permanent URL to data set in the documentation
• Generate data set citation and DOI (digital object identifier)
• Publish data product (data files, metadata, documentation)
and distribute metadata to NASA
• Advertise data through email, DAAC website, and related
metadata repositories
• Provide tools to explore, access, and extract data (e.g.,
Mercury, SDAT, MODIS Subsets, THREDDS)

Working Data Set Title

2. Obtain user account

Benefits for the data provider
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Upload Data
Set Files

1. Archival interest form initiates submission request

Motivation

Data Set
Submission

1. Evaluation
• Check to ensure that data files and documentation agree
and that data values are reasonable
• Generate additional metadata to complete the metadata
record, if needed
• Convert any proprietary data files to archival formats (e.g.,
.csv, GeoTIFF, KML)

5. Confirm data set submission by following provided
link once data upload is complete

Consider best practices for data management (see lower left
panel) while preparing your data set for archival.

Future work
The entire archival process will be semi-automated and formalized
into a standardized work flow. Efforts are underway to automate
the work flow for:
• Metadata editor
• Data set documentation

6. Publish data set
Thank you for uploading data to the ORNL DAAC
Data set id: 51393538f6
Data set name: Example data set

•

Data becomes available for download at
http://daac.ornl.gov
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